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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 This chapter is presented two major parts those are conclusion and 

suggestion. The conclusion is described based on the result in previous chapters 

while the suggestions are used as consideration for the teacher, students, and also 

other researcher. 

 

A. Conclusion 

From the result of the researcher, it can be concluded that the teaching 

English vocabulary by using cartoon video as the media is effective to 

improve the students’ vocabulary score. After they got the treatment, they 

easily memorize the vocabulary. It can be seen from the result of pre-test and 

post-test. 

The students’ vocabulary mastery before being taught by using Cartoon 

Video is low. It can be seen from the mean of pre-test score, that is 66.79. 

And the result of students’ vocabulary mastery after being taught by using 

Cartoon Video is better than before. The mean of post-test score is 77.86. It 

showed of the mean of post-test score was higher than pre-test score (77.86 > 

66.79).  

Based on the result of data analysis above, it can be concluded that there 

is significant different score of students’ vocabulary mastery before and after 

being taught by using Cartoon Video on fifth grade of MI Najatus Salikin. 
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Teaching English vocabulary by using Cartoon Video can be used as media to 

teach English, especially English vocabulary since video can make the 

students’ more interest in learning English vocabulary for students’ 

elementary school.  

B. Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher would like to give some 

suggestions as follow:  

1. English teacher 

Teaching English vocabulary for students’ elementary school by using 

cartoon video is effective, so the researcher recommends for the teacher to 

use cartoon video in teaching and learning process. The use of media, in 

this context “Cartoon Video” could be a good alternative or variation in 

teaching vocabulary, where it would make the students enjoyed following 

the lesson. And by this media, the teacher can manage the class became 

fun and interesting for the students.   

2. The students 

This research may useful for the students’ motivation in learning 

English. It also can improve their English vocabulary mastery. By using 

cartoon video, it can be motivated students improve their interest in 

learning English vocabulary since the will find out that the learning 

English is not always difficult to learn. Their improvement of interest in 

learning English vocabulary will help them master in English vocabulary 

well.  
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3. Other Researcher 

This research can be used as a reference for the other researcher 

who will conduct a similar research, which is using cartoon video. Then, It 

can be a comparison to other similar research.  


